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Hot air balloons is a relatively new adventure activity in India, but one that is growing rapidly in popularity. It's an exciting way to experience India and get a different perspective from the country. Imagine having a peaceful and peaceful view of India's stunning landscapes from a quiet spot above the
crowds. Hot air balloons aren't as scary as you can imagine either. It actually feels as if you're as light as a feather as you float through the sky. It's a lifelong experience! And, doing it in India makes it all the more exciting and memorable. The desert state of Rajasthan is the most popular place to fly in hot
air balloons in India. Regular flights currently operate around jaipur's iconic Pink City, and the holy city of Pushkar during the Pushkar Camel Fair in November. There are two routes to Jaipur: one runs through the forts of the city and the village of Amer, while the other covers the unspoilt area around the
palace and the village of Samode. Elsewhere in India, there are regular balloon flights to Lonavala mountain near Mumbai in Maharashtra, Neemrana near Delhi, and Chandor south of Goa. Other hot spots in balloons are the Araku Valley of Andhra Pradesh (where the third edition of the Araku
International Balloon Festival will be held in mid-January 2020) and Pollachi in Tamil Nadu (where the Tamil Nadu International Balloon Festival will take place in mid-January). Hot air balloon rides bound, where by which the balloon remains safely anchored to the ground, are also possible in many parts of
India. However, these are more for entertainment rather than a proper hot air balloon experience. kaetana_istock/Getty Images The hot air balloon in India is strictly regulated by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation. As a result, only a couple of companies have been able to meet the requirements and
obtain a license to operate throughout India. The leading company providing hot air balloon flights to India is Sky Waltz. The company's flights are operated by fully qualified and experienced international pilots from the UK and US. Tiger Balloon Safaris is also renowned and offers hot air balloons in Jaipur
and Goa (they have a separate website for their GOA operations). Unfortunately, hot air balloons are not cheap! Prices range from 8,500 to 12,000 rupees per adult and flight for Indians. Foreigners can expect to pay $190-280. Children are about half that price. Flights usually last an hour. Several extras
are available at an extra cost. This includes champagne, breakfast, banner with a special message, flowers, cake. In case you are wondering, there are some reasons for the high price. First, it's really expensive to buy a hot air balloon. There is also a limit on the amount of time a balloon can fly before it
has to be - normally, 400-600 hours, depending on how well the balloon is maintained and its passenger load. Hot air balloons require propan for their burners to heat the air. This contributes to 10 to 20 per cent of operations Other costs include ongoing pilot training, crew and equipment to carry the
balloon. It all adds up to a significant amount. Since the number of passengers per flight is restricted, along with the number of flights that can be made in one day, the price per person must be high to make it a profitable business. Balloon flights usually operate from September to the end of April, while the
weather is dry and not too hot. If there is enough demand, the season can be extended until June. In Goa, it runs from October to May. Flights depart early in the morning as the sun rises, and also at night before sunset. You should plan to book about four hours for your flight, including the trip to and from
your hotel. The balloon company will pick you up from your hotel and move you to where the flight will depart. The hot air balloon is an adventure activity, so wear sturdy footwear. Depending on the time of year you go, a jacket might also be necessary, as it can cool down early in the morning. A cap and
sunglasses can also be useful. Thanks for let us know! With International Women's Day on the horizon, Air India has made history by sending a female crew around the world. On Friday, the team completed a worldwide trip after they played again in New Delhi. The trip took the crew to San Francisco from
New Delhi on Monday, February 27, making the journey over the Pacific Ocean. On the way back to New Delhi, the crew flew over the Atlantic, taking them full circle around the world. The airline has submitted an entry to the Guinness Book of World Records (fingers crossed!). This was much more than a
group of flight attendants focused on women. Not only were the pilots and flight attendants all women, but the air controllers in charge of the departure and arrival of the flight were women, as well as the engineers who certified the planes, according to the BBC. Air India will not stop with a single female
crew. To help celebrate International Women's Day - which lands on March 8 each year - Air India will send additional women's crews to locations around the world. Amazon wants to get your order in your hands as soon as possible. With a smooth and fast delivery operation being a key to its success, the
company continues its push to take full control of its entire maritime operation with plans for a new air cargo center at Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky Airport in Hebron, Kentucky. While Amazon has been constantly working on improving last-mile deliveries using everything from bikes to subway trains to car
owners - and soon, perhaps, drones - a more recent interest in reducing reliance on shipping companies like FedEx and UPS has seen the e-commerce giant take to the skies with its own planes to ship packages across the country. Kentucky's plan will involve the construction of a $1.5 billion centralized
airfield to support its growing fleet of Prime Air cargo planes, creating more than 2,000 jobs in the process. Construction of the hub is expected to begin this year, with the installations to be operational between 2022 and 2024, depending on the evolution of the work. Amazon signed a lease last year for 40
Prime Air cargo planes. Currently, about 15 of them are in service, with the others set to be added as their operations expand. The new hub will serve these planes as they move around the country, moving masses of packages to their final destination. This latest Amazon announcement reflects the
company's growing desire to take control of its complex maritime operations. He began seriously considering the idea after experiencing logistical difficulties in 2013, when several leading shipping companies struggled with the huge number of packages on their systems, leading to delays in delivery. In an
attempt to placate customers who had been defrauded, Amazon offered $20 gift cards while revealing it was reviewing the performance of delivery carriers. The air cargo center is the latest sign of the company's determination to become the owner of its own destiny. Recommendations from load editors
has seen better days, but still packs in a crowd several nights a week. Beneath its brick railway arches, you'll find a dance floor and bar, and there's also an outdoor terrace with two works by Banksy. Drinks can be incredibly overrated, and the cover charge at peak times is steep - knowing what's coming
in or being too drunk to care. Amazon (NASDAQ:AMZN) is taking the first steps to further integrate its Prime Air fleet into its operations by directly acquiring a Boeing 767 cargo plane. While Amazon has another 36 767s in its fleet, this is the first one to operate under direct registration on Amazon rather
than being leased. Image source: Amazon.com. Airline industry site PaxEx.Aero noticed that Amazon Services LLC was issued the N503AZ record for the 767-338 on August 31, joining a fleet of more than 80 aircraft. Previously, Amazon leased most of its cargo planes through Air Transport Services
Group (NASDAQ:ATSG), which normally provides the 767s fleet, and Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings (NASDAQ:AAWW), which supplies 737s and 767s. Amazon has taken a stake in both companies. Last year Amazon also leased 15 737s through General Electric's GE Capital Aviation Services (GECAS).
Amazon's new plane is actually an old one. It was first launched in 1991 with Qantas Airways (OTC: QABS. Y), and more recently was with WestJet Airlines until it was placed in storage in early 2019. The direct registration comes just as the Administration Aviation granted Amazon a certificate to operate
a fleet of Prime Air drones to deliver packages. The developments derive from the need to quickly offer more goods to consumers than out of necessity addressed to online shopping during the pandemic. The crisis also likely made older planes more affordable as global aviation collapsed as a result of the
pandemic. With planes on the ground and demand still lukewarm at best, planes in storage are unnecessary. Amazon has four additional aircraft records reserved for the FAA. Faa.
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